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Two highly respected outdoor journalists, Kirk Deeter of Field & Stream and Charlie Meyers of the

Denver Post, have cracked open their notebooks and shared straight-shot advice on the sport of fly

fishing, based on a range of new and old experiencesâ€”from interviews with the late Lee Wulff to

travels with maverick guides in Tierra del Fuego. The mission of The Little Red Book of Fly Fishing

is to demystify and un-complicate the tricks and tips that make a great trout fisher. There are no

complicated physics lessons here. Rather, conceived in the â€œtake dead aimâ€• spirit of Harvey

Penickâ€™s classic instructional on golf, The Little Red Book of Fly Fishing offers a simple,

digestible primer on the basic elements of fly fishing: the cast, presentation, reading water, and

selecting flies. In the end, this collection of 240 tips is one of the most insightful, plainly spoken, and

entertaining works on this sportâ€”one that will serve both novices and experts alike in helping them

reflect and hone in their approaches to fly fishing.
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Great stuff, truly gem stones of wisdom learned on the water from seasoned fly fisherman and years

of collected research...it shows in the writing. You can open it up anywhere, read anything, and it

will apply to some aspect of your fly fishing experience. Each subject is presented from different

angles, and speaks with a kind and helpful tone. This has quickly become my #1 reference book

and will be my most treasured resource that I will never "out-grow", no matter how good I get, or

how many years I have on the water. And it is small enough to bring everywhere/anywhere.



I traded in some miles on my credit card for this little Red Book on Fly Fishing! Wow! What a great

book! Deeter & Meyers are the authors. Two highly respected Outdoor writers who give you 250

great tips on fish for trout. Great info on casting, presentation,selecting files and reading the water.

You can turn up your skills with this book, And its a great price too!

This book is a must have for anyone who loves the sport of fly fishing. It is full of simple insights that

will help improve your fly fishing mental skills. I plan to buy a second copy to keep with my gear!

A small but mighty book on the fundamentals of fly fishing. It's a must-have primer for those just

getting started in the sport and a comprehensive review for experienced anglers. Its compact size

lends to taking it on fishing excursions and makes for good and easy reading beside the campfire.

Highly reccommended.

Great little book on fly fishing that you can pop open anywhere in the book and just start reading. It's

those little details that make the difference between catching fish...or not! Great pictures throughout

and pearls of wisdom such as "don't try to teach your wife how to fly fish".Enjoy!

This little book is full of helpful hints and tips. Even an experienced fly fisherman can learn

something. Many of these tips were learned by necessity while out fishing and are not something

you learn from basic teaching. Enjoyable reading with usable information.

I have read this book at least 30 times since I purchased it!!!I am self taught, having said that, my

quest for knowledge has become an obsession.This book has given me more usefull tips than all of

my reading has done in the last 20 years. All in one tiny little book. Charlie and Kirk have presented

the information in very plain language, easy to follow and on top of all the info, the book is extremely

pleasant to read, and in my case reread over and over. It's the first book I recommend to anyone

who asks.Tim O'ConnorVice PresidentClinton Valley Trout Unlimited

I used to think prior to this purchase that during these times getting the best for your money is no

longer common place.This purchased changed that. The volume of information and the compact

size is truly a great investment.
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